


La pubblicazione sul Metodo (Certe Notti Vol. 1) può essere ri-
chiesta, anche via email, ad uno dei progetti facenti capo al Coor-
dinamento Regionale “Safe Night”  (cfr. pag. 5).

Il CD allegato nella tasca sottostante, contiene sia la pubblicazio-
ne sul Metodo in versione PDF, sia la versione in lingua inglese 
del presente opuscolo (Certe Notti Vol. 2).

The “Certain Nights - the Method” publication can be reque-
sted via email by contacting one of the  groups which are part 
of the Regional Co-ordination “Safe Night” Project. (see pg 5)

The CD attached in its holder below, contains  the publication 
of “Certain Nights - the  Method” in PDF format plus the En-
glish version of this presentation “Certain Nights Vol. 2”

Ideazione Grafica e impaginazione a cura di
SerT@mente
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Safe Night represents the Veneto Region’s experience within 
the field of  prevention and  selective intervention of drug consum-
ption at entertainment spots. It is a method of work which pools a net-
work of prevention operators who use Mobile Units and  breathaly-
zers. This method offers a credible reference point at entertainment 
and nightlife sites.

Certe Notti (Vol. 2) presents the analysis of the data collec-
ted by means of  systematic testing using the breathalyzer in territo-
ries with only single projects . Over 7500 tests  providing information 
connected to users’ lifestyles, habits and behaviour have been ela-
borated and give a clear vision of the phenomena of alcohol consum-
ption and lays down the guide lines for a series of future interventions.
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The Blu Runner Project began in  1998, and opera-
tes within the Province of Vicenza and among the  four  
Health Districts Aulss 3,4,5 e 6 and more recently also 
in the Aulss 9 in Treviso. The project is managed by  a 
social co-operative the “ Società Cooperativa Sociale Il 
Gabbiano di Vicenza”.

Blu Runner operates using two mobile camper units 
and is present at all main entertainment sites (discos, 
beer halls, rock festivals, etc.) with the objective of 
drug prevention and alcohol abuse prevention in youth entertainment spots . This 
project is part of the selective prevention programme.

Blu Runner has various activities which range from attracting youth by means 
of recreational approaches like photography, videos, body painting, card telling 
and  so on, through to preventive proposals such as the measuring of blood alcohol 
levels and CO levels and counselling .

The main means of intervention  is always  based on  consolidated relationships 
with the continual aim of reiterating its interventions at events and sites, so as to 
create a constant and long lasting link with youngsters which is thus able to modify 
their behaviour. Occasionally we organize events for young people like music con-
test, photographic courses, parkour events and juggling lessons, with the objec-

tive of promoting prevention, 
creating aggregation and 
competitions for youth, peer 
support and pure healthy en-
joyment 

The network of local media 
figures, represents one of 
the most significant aspects 
of our project. Club owners, 
P.R’s and D.J’s are fundamen-
tal figures through whom we 
can strategically collabora-
te and therefore effectively 
gain influence throughout 
the territory by attempting to 
culturally modify behaviour.

Schio - Vicenza
Blu Runner
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The Fuoriposto Project was set up in 2003, by a group of ope-
rators  from the association SerT in Belluno who worked with 
prevention methods and who thought it was strategic to pro-
mote youthful resources as the first fundamental step towards 
an organic prevention of the phenomenon of substance abuse.

The objective  was to reach both youngsters and adults at entertainment and 
night life spots,  in collaboration with other Venetian projects which were appea-
ring during the same period. There was the conviction that substance abuse took 
place in the entertainment spots. The network which had been created thanks to 
the work activities of prevention and promotion, helped the operators  launch On 
the Road Prevention using mobile units.  Selective prevention by means of the mo-
bile camper unit within the province of Belluno, has enabled us to meet thousands 
of people both young and old during their leisure and  free time . It has also made 
us a reference point within the nocturnal panorama as prevention would otherwise 
be absent or managed by entertainment site management.

Our enduring point of strength is the active involvement of a group of volunte-
ers who have received the opportune training in accordance with the concept of 
Peer Education, which is then applied to the field of entertainment and substance 
consumption.  The use of young peer operators thus results in being a fundamental 
instrument in prevention and effectively influences situations of risk behaviour.

In regards to effective communication, Fuoriposto made 
a rather peculiar choice, by deciding to take on a  more glo-
bal vision towards preventive measures. Therefore, together 
with its communications laboratory which has over the years 
worked on communication strategies, Fuoriposto decided to 
experiment within the field of Social Marketing using new forms of multimedia 
communication which are an integral part of the younger generation’s language 
and lives – thus creating WebTV . This channel experiments themes about en-
tertainment and prevention among peers, by proposing methods of intervention 
which foresee the integration of peer education and multimedia communication.

The data presented in this volume, underlines the particularities that Fuoriposto 
encounters due to its vast territory. Among the many peculiarities we would like to 
mention the two most significant. Firstly, the project’s capacity to reach and make 
contact with people who have a problematic rapport with alcohol. Secondly, the 
tendency of young people in Belluno is to use alcohol  as a form of help in dealing 
with relationships – thus creating a great challenge for a team that works within 
prevention but also works with youth politics.

Belluno
Fuoriposto
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The Giochi Puliti Project was founded more than 12 years ago by the service “Ser-
vizio Dipendenze of Legnago” and the synergy between the public and social pri-
vate sectors . The team is made up of both multi-professional figures and operators 
from the prevention group called “Gruppo Prevenzione del 
Servizio Dipendenze di Legnago” and a social Co-operative 
called “Energie Sociali Cooperativa Sociale Onlus”. 

Their territory is made up of 25 districts which are charac-
terised by ample geographic and demographic  variables : 
the districts vary from a minimum of 2000 to a maximum of   
26000 inhabitants.

Over the years there have been many diverse operative 
phases, however the objective of promoting conscious behaviour in regards to the 
use and abuse of legal and illegal substances has remained intact. Initially, we did 
research and actions regarding the new phenomenon of recreational drug consum-
ption, then successively we intervened at discos, pubs, bars and open air festivals 
to promote healthy enjoyment attitudes. At the same time significant adult training 
courses in prevention were held for citizens, teachers, social operators and family 
doctors. Work shops with formal and informal groups for youngster to sustain youth 
projects led to three years  of activities and permitted us to create important and long 
lasting  relationships with youngsters throughout the territory. One of the projects 
we carried out was about creating easier dialogue between adults and youth and 
called  “Treno in corsa...verso la perfezione–dialogo tra adulti e giovani”, was for-
med with the help of public administrators, young people, prevention operators and 
teachers. It is fundamental to obtain collaboration from the administrators of youth 
co-ordination projects, youth politics  and social inter-scholar groups, all of whom 
have the jurisdiction to realize and created shared working projects. Since 2002, the 

breathalyser has been used as a prevention 
tool at youth entertainment spots 

The main focus of the project has always 
been that of working towards the creation of 
links between diverse areas : schools, public 
administrations, driving schools, entertain-
ment places…etc,  by working not only with 
young people but also with adults. As we are 
well aware that the effectiveness of preventi-
ve measures in youth cannot neglect the in-

volvement of  adults who, in various ways , are in contact with young people.

Legnago - Verona
Giochi Puliti
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The Off Limits Project starter 12 years ago and is 
run by the association “Ser.D. di S. Donà di Piave” part 
of  the ULSS 10 health district. Right from the start, this 
project proposed to the management of discotheques 
throughout the territory, the creation of  Chill Out Rooms 
where clients could remain in a relaxing and unwinding 
area even after closing times.    

During the first years we guaranteed the presence of our operators inside the 
discos and later, thanks to the acquisition of a mobile unit we became even more 
involved and were able to  reach more entertainment sites.

A particularity of our territory  is that it is cha-
racterized by the Adriatic coastline – which, du-
ring summer months  makes this a target area for 
a huge concentration of young people in search 
of the vast offers available from nightlife and en-
tertainment spots. 
During summer most of our work takes place 
along the coastline and beachfronts, whereas 
during winter when the summer entertainment 
spots are closed our activities are directed to the 
“internal” communes . We frequently organize 
outings to the most popular sites and we plan regular prevention interventions. 
The fact that entertainment sites continuously transform and the modes of enjoy-
ment modify frequently -  has been a challenge for our project’s ability to adapt to 
constant variations. We have met this challenge by remaining firm to our objecti-
ves of promoting behaviour awareness in regards to the use and consumption of 
legal and illegal substances, avoiding risk behaviour in youth and awareness of 
the risks of drinking and driving – all of which are done by preventive measures 
to help young people be more aware of the dangers they encounter and how they 
must take more self precaution measures.Young people can come to us for a chat, 
to ask for information, to engage in conversation with our operators , to obtain 
correct scientific information regarding the risks and effects of substance use, to 
consult our material and obtain information regarding drugs and alcohol.

Over the last couple of years we have totally restyled the informative pamphlets 
and distribution material that we hand out during our presence at entertainment 
sites. We have also created a young peer group which collaborates with our ope-
rators thus creating a link with younger people as they speak the same communi-
cative language .

San Donà di Piave - Venezia
Off Limits
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The Tutor Project has been in activity  since 2002  and is mana-
ged by the group “ ’Unità di Prevenzione del SER.T.” in  Bussolen-
go part of the ULSS 22 health district .This project has significant 
particularities which must be mentioned afore hand so one can 
analyze the data obtained during our research. 

The first objective of the group has always invested in training with ad hoc formation 
courses throughout the territory, and the so called creation of “Tutors” (400 so far). 
These are  youngsters who, after due training, propose themselves as territorial opi-
nion leaders and activate initiatives in a sort of Peer Education programme by giving 
out information and exchanging opinions within their circle of acquaintances. This has 
helped the project to reach far more people and it has also helped us to intercept new 
emerging needs. This programme initially involved  youngsters in activities within 
their local communes but has since spread to other territories  where Info-points have 
been set up to offer information regarding alcohol and the possibility to take a bre-
athalyzer test. The final objective being of course, to increase awareness and critical 
viewpoints regarding alcohol and to make youngsters more responsible –  in order to 
captures young people’s attention  we organized events offering non-alcoholic drinks, 
we have created trendy T-shirts, eye catching information pamphlets, multimedia ma-
terial and fun gadgets to give out, all in order to attract peers’ attention.   

The next step was the setting up of a mobile unit run by 
Tutors under the constant supervision and co-ordina-
tion of service operators, who continuously renew trai-
ning programmes for the aforementioned Tutors. The 
mobile unit is used at night at entertainment and night-
life spots and offers free breathalyzer tests, information 
pamphlets and material. It also uses specific video clips 
to attract young people and to approach them at these 
kind of events. The most typical events in our territory are town festivals, feasts or 
concerts which are organized annually thus providing us with important data for our 
returning users’ cards. Another point is our front-line activity, with operators working 
out of the mobile camper unit within an informal context which helps in approaching 
more people as this form of contact  pierces people’s relational defence barriers. One 
of the instruments used was a driving simulator, a kind of driving videogame  which 
also proposes points to ponder over regarding drinking and driving.

In respect to other projects, our users are older in respect to those who usually go to 
festivals and feasts where the age groups are usually varied and are  not only young-
sters. However, the problems related to alcohol remain and attention must be paid to 
this reality.

Bussolengo - Verona
Tutor
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The Regional Veneto Coordination Safe Night began with the spontaneous ag-
gregation and exchange of experience obtained by local groups operating within 
the field of prevention and  selective intervention of drug consumption at enter-
tainment spots for  both young and old alike. This unison led to a methodical com-
parison among operators within the private and social-private sectors, with the 
subsequent sharing of operative methods and the individualisation of strategic in-
terventions and the creation of new projects. This unification has developed into an 
important work synergy with an ever growing network of operators. Furthermore, 
it is recognized as a highly significant work experience even beyond its regional 
boundaries.   

Our Region was the first to consider the value of such a project and thus inserted 
it as a pilot project in the programmed documentation regarding substance abuse 
and dependency,  approved by the Regional Council with the decree  Dgr. 866 
emitted on the 31/03/2009

It is of particular  interest to actually be able to meet  and observe young people 
at entertainment sites and to apply a common method which principally foresees 
the use of a ad hoc mobile unit equipped with a breathalyzer , yet at the same time 
does not exclude the use of other means of attracting young people’s attention. 
This method permits operators to catch the attention of both  girls and boys, men 
and women and thanks to reliable and efficient information operators are able to 
develop real moments of communication and relationship, starting from the point 
of increasing personal awareness.

It is my pleasure to present the research co-ordinated by the Safe Night  project, 
which has put together the data obtained from their work in prevention fields. I  
agree totally with the operators who feel that their work needs to be valued and 
appreciated more and that there is the real necessity to constantly read and inter-
pret the signals and messages  they encounter working throughout the territory. 
All of this is part of the outlook that the Region sustains to verify and thus to reflect 
upon these activities, so as to enable them to be more effective and efficient within 
the objective of optimizing and utilizing resources.

The data produced must be the source of further  growth, analysis and investiga-
tion, nevertheless it must also continue to be the point of reference and confronta-
tion even for other sectors .

Remo Sernagiotto

Regional Town Hall Councillor for Social Policies - Veneto Region
Presentation




